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In Toni Morrison’s Nobel Prize Lecture delivered following her being named the 1994 Laureate in Literature, she writes: “Narrative is radical, creating us at the very moment it is being created.” What can be gained from considering her point as it applies to the ways we pursue and share our SOTL research? What is the range of influence our personal stories have as we undertake SOTL projects? When the implicit role of our educational biographies, referred to as the “personal why”, becomes more explicit, what possibilities open up for our work? In this interactive session, we will explore a continuum of directions for considering the generative role of our own “personal why?” in three possible areas:(1) recognizing its influence in our SOTL inquiry, (2) including its presence as we make our SOTL work public, and (3) using its focus for our SOTL inquiry. And, when it is a part of (rather than apart from) SOTL research in the work we do and our colleagues do, what criteria can it be assessed?
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